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Students explore how to use the Modeling Matter Simulation and learn the
strengths and weaknesses of the Simulation as a model.

Instructional Guide
1. Intr1. Introducoduce nee next activitxt activityy.. Let students know that in a few minutes, they will have a chance to explore the Investigation
Question with a model—a digital model called a Simulation. First, they will work together to figure out how the
Simulation works.

2. P2. Prroject Norms foject Norms for Uor Using Appsing Appss.. Remind students of the behavior norms for using apps and digital devices in the
classroom.

33. P. Prroject the Simulation.oject the Simulation. Go to the Student Apps Page. Show students the basic steps to open the Modeling Matter
Simulation and to explore the Solubility mode. However, don’t show them all the app controls, as students will be
figuring that out during this activity.
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Figuring Out How to Use the
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44. Intr. Introducoduce note notebook pebook pagagee.. Have students turn to page 40, Exploring the Modeling Matter Simulation, in their
notebooks. Explain that as they are figuring out how the Simulation works, you’d like them to do the things listed under
Step 1: Things to Try.

55. Dis. Distributtribute digite digital deal devicviceess.. Distribute one digital device to each pair of students and have them go to the Modeling
Matter Simulation. Let them know they will have about 5–10 minutes to explore the Solubility mode.

66. Giv. Give pe partnerartners ss seevvereral minutal minutees os of frf free eee explorxploration timeation time.. Circulate as students explore the Sim, encouraging them to
discuss what they are observing with their partners. Listen for students’ questions and ideas about the Sim.

77. A. Ask the classk the class ts to sharo share what thee what they figury figured out about hoed out about how the Sim ww the Sim workorkss.. After about 10 minutes, gather the class’s
attention and ask partners to share something they figured out about how the Sim works. Project the Sim and
demonstrate what each responding student tells you to do. Point out the following features if students don’t bring them
up in the discussion.

88. F. Focus on intocus on interprerpreting the infeting the information about moleculeormation about molecules’ les’ levvels oels of attrf attraction.action. Still projecting the Sim, press the RESET
button—the circular arrow in the upper right—to reload the Solubility mode. Drag two molecules into the dish and ask
the following question:

99. P. Point out what the Simulation doeoint out what the Simulation does ws well.ell. Remind the class that models are designed to simplify and/or make visible
something that is hard to see because it is too complicated or too small or too large or too far away. Due to those
things, models usually do some things well (the thing they were designed to do) and some things not so well, or not at
all.

• There are six different kinds of molecules. Each molecule has a different shape and represents a different
substance.

• Students can add just one kind or two different kinds of molecules to the dish by dragging them from the side of
the screen into the dish.

• Students can press ZOOM IN to investigate how molecules interact at the nanoscale.

• To stir the molecules in the nanoscale view, students press the STIR icon in the upper right and then swirl the
cursor around.

• After the Sim run ends, a slider appears, and students can drag the slider back to investigate particular
moments. Or, they can use the circular arrow next to the slider to replay the Sim run.

Could anyone figure out what the arrows and information about attraction means?
[The horizontal arrows between the two different molecules have a label that says what the attraction between
those two molecules is. The vertical arrows that point between the molecule on the left and a small version of
that same molecule that appears below it are labeled either “low” or “high” attraction. That tells you whether the
molecule has a low or high attraction to molecules of its own kind. The same is true for the molecule on the
right.]

What does this model help us do?
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1100. P. Point out what the Simulation doeoint out what the Simulation does not dos not do..

Teacher Support
Background

About the Simulation: TheAbout the Simulation: The Modeling MattModeling Matterer SimulationSimulation
The Modeling Matter Simulation allows students to study solubility at the nanoscale. The Simulation is a dynamic
model that shows interactions of molecules based on their attraction to molecules of the same kind or to other kinds of
molecules. There are two modes in the Simulation: the Solubility mode and the Emulsifier mode. Open exploration in
the Simulation enables students to gain an intuitive sense of how molecules with different levels of attraction interact.
This will prepare students to solve the challenge of finding the combination of molecules that represents a model of a
solid dissolving in a liquid and the combination of molecules that represents a model of a solid NOT dissolving in a
liquid.

Rationale

PPedagedagogicogical Goal Goals: Eals: Exploring thexploring the Modeling MattModeling Matterer SimulationSimulation
The first time students use a Simulation, they need a few minutes to freely explore the Simulation features. Students
are generally quite facile in discovering Simulation features independently or with a partner. This type of open-ended
exploration serves many important purposes. Use of simulations in the classroom provides time for student
exploration, which enhances student interest, as well as provides students with the opportunity to share their thinking
and learn from their peers. Giving students this exploration time initially reduces distraction in later Simulation
activities that have more focused goals.

Instructional Suggestion

TTechnology Notechnology Note: Sharing De: Sharing Deevicvicees with a 1:2 Rs with a 1:2 Ratioatio
Throughout this unit, pairs share digital devices. We recommend that instead of working individually, students work
with partners so they can engage with and talk to each other while investigating molecules in the Simulation. Establish
clear expectations for the use, handling, and storage of digital devices in order to decrease transition time between
activities as well as to minimize any potential conflict that could come from sharing a limited number of devices.

This Simulation enables us to see interactions between molecules of the same kind of substance or between
molecules of different substances at the nanoscale. Although the molecules in the Sim aren’t real molecules, they
interact in ways that are similar to how real molecules interact.

Depending on the level of attraction that a molecule has for other molecules of its kind, or for different kinds of
molecules, the molecules interact differently.

The molecules in the Simulation aren’t the shape and color of real molecules.

This Simulation does not indicate whether or not a substance is a solid or a liquid. Both solids and liquids can
have low attraction or high attraction to molecules of its kind or to different kinds of molecules.

The molecules in the Simulation could be models of any kind of substance.
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Students investigate how molecules with different levels of attraction interact.

Instructional Guide
1. R1. Reeffocus socus studenttudents on figuring out what thes on figuring out what they cy can about hoan about how diffw differerent moleculeent molecules ints intereractact.. Let students know that they
will now have time to go back and explore the Sim with their partners to try and figure out how different molecules
interact.

2. P2. Point out the point out the partner disartner discuscussion quesion quesstion in the nottion in the notebook.ebook. Have students turn again to page 40, Exploring the
Modeling Matter Simulation, in their notebooks. Point out Step 2: Partner discussion questions. Let partners know that
these are the questions you’d like them to ask each other as they explore the Simulation.

33. Student. Students es explorxplore with the Simulation.e with the Simulation.

Once partners have discussed the provided questions, encourage students to come up with more questions to
investigate in the Simulation. Or, have them make predictions about how certain combinations of molecules might
behave, based on the patterns they notice.

44. R. Regegain sain studenttudents’ atts’ attention and sharention and share obe obsserervvationsations.. Ask open-ended questions that prompt students to quickly share
what they noticed in this first activity of the Solubility mode of the Simulation.

1 2

3
SIM

Using the Simulation to
Learn About Dissolving

4

Using the Simulation to Learn
About Dissolving

20
MIN

What will you do to try and figure out how different molecules interact?
[Try combining different combinations and see what happens.]

Remember to pay attention to the attraction between the molecules and to focus on patterns you notice.

You will have about 10 minutes to investigate how different molecules of a substance interact when the
substances are combined.

What did you notice?
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Teacher Support
Background

SScienccience Note Note: What De: What Doeoes Diss Disssolving Lolving Look Likook Like at the Nanoe at the Nanossccale?ale?
Students have experienced, in Lesson 1.1, that different substances dissolve more easily or less easily in water. For
instance, citric acid dissolves quickly, while sugar takes a longer time to dissolve. Similarly, in the Simulation, students
will see different levels of attraction between the molecules of different substances. Some substances mix quickly and
completely, while other substances mix over time, but not as completely. This is a parallel you will want to point out to
students.

Background

CrCroosssscutting Ccutting Conconcept: What Is Meept: What Is Meant bant by Py Pattatterns?erns?
Patterns is a crosscutting concept called out by the Next Generation Science Standards. It is one of seven powerful
ideas that are widely useful across scientific topics and subdisciplines. In science, a pattern is a discernible regularity in
the natural world—similarities in the characteristics of things or in the way that events occur. With students, we use a
slightly different definition intended to capture similar ideas: a pattern is something we observe to be similar over and
over again. Attending to patterns is useful in science because noticing a pattern often leads to questions about why the
pattern occurs, which leads to a new understanding of how the world works. The crosscutting concept of Patterns is
applicable throughout science and engineering.

Instructional Suggestion

Student Thinking: PStudent Thinking: Pattatterns in This Uniterns in This Unit
The Modeling Matter unit focuses students on understanding the problem of substances mixing or not mixing, based
on the patterns of what they observe at the macroscale and how those patterns compare to the properties of molecules
of different substances. Students work to identify similarities and differences in what happens to substances when they
are mixed together in order to help sort them based on molecular properties. In Chapter 1, students practice
recognizing patterns in the properties of food mixtures and in the properties of molecules, and they separately sort
them based on those properties. In this chapter, students observe patterns in what dissolves during the Sediment Tests
they use to investigate combinations of salad-dressing ingredients, and they construct explanations for their
observations based on the degree of attraction between molecules and how that relates to molecular interaction. In
Chapter 3, students use the Modeling Matter Simulation to create mixtures and classify them on a scale of how well
mixed they are, and they use the molecular properties of texture ingredients for their salad dressing to understand

What patterns did you see?

What did you see the molecules doing?

How could you tell if the molecules were mixing?
[When different kinds of molecules cluster together, a black outline appears that shows that these molecules
attract one another. You might also see that the molecules actually interlock. These are indications that these
molecules mix.]

Dissolving occurs when the molecules of a liquid substance attract molecules of a solid substance.
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which one will result in a stable mixture of water and oil. Students come to understand that there are patterns in how
molecules interact with one another and how substances interact with one another and that these patterns are related.
Take opportunities in this lesson and across the unit to help students begin to recognize how useful patterns are in
understanding and explaining a phenomenon.
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40

Name: _______________________________________ Date: ________________

Modeling Matter—Lesson 2.2

Exploring the Modeling Matter Simulation

Go to the Simulation and select the Solubility mode.

1. Things to try

• Try out different combinations of two molecules in the dish. 

• Try stirring different amounts of molecules and at different speeds.

• Try pausing the Simulation to make observations and then pressing 
PLAY.

• Try placing just one molecule in the dish.

2. Partner discussion questions

• What do you observe happening to the molecules in the dish?

• How are different molecules different from one another?

• How are different combinations of molecules different from one 
another?

• Use the slider to replay the run after the time runs out. How is the 
mixture different at the beginning, in the middle, and at the end?

3. Challenge

What combination of molecules could be a model of a solid dissolving  
in a liquid?

________________________________________________________________

What combination of molecules could be a model of a solid NOT 
dissolving in a liquid?

________________________________________________________________

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved. Permission granted to photocopy for classroom use.



Students explore how to use the Modeling Matter Simulation and learn the
strengths and weaknesses of the Simulation as a model.

Instructional Guide
1. Intr1. Introducoduce nee next activitxt activityy.. Let students know that in a few minutes, they will have a chance to explore the Investigation
Question with a model—a digital model called a Simulation. First, they will work together to figure out how the
Simulation works.

2. P2. Prroject Norms foject Norms for Uor Using Appsing Appss.. Remind students of the behavior norms for using apps and digital devices in the
classroom.

33. P. Prroject the Simulation.oject the Simulation. Go to the Student Apps Page. Show students the basic steps to open the Modeling Matter
Simulation and to explore the Solubility mode. However, don’t show them all the app controls, as students will be
figuring that out during this activity.

1
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44. Intr. Introducoduce note notebook pebook pagagee.. Have students turn to page 40, Exploring the Modeling Matter Simulation, in their
notebooks. Explain that as they are figuring out how the Simulation works, you’d like them to do the things listed under
Step 1: Things to Try.

55. Dis. Distributtribute digite digital deal devicviceess.. Distribute one digital device to each pair of students and have them go to the Modeling
Matter Simulation. Let them know they will have about 5–10 minutes to explore the Solubility mode.

66. Giv. Give pe partnerartners ss seevvereral minutal minutees os of frf free eee explorxploration timeation time.. Circulate as students explore the Sim, encouraging them to
discuss what they are observing with their partners. Listen for students’ questions and ideas about the Sim.

77. A. Ask the classk the class ts to sharo share what thee what they figury figured out about hoed out about how the Sim ww the Sim workorkss.. After about 10 minutes, gather the class’s
attention and ask partners to share something they figured out about how the Sim works. Project the Sim and
demonstrate what each responding student tells you to do. Point out the following features if students don’t bring them
up in the discussion.

88. F. Focus on intocus on interprerpreting the infeting the information about moleculeormation about molecules’ les’ levvels oels of attrf attraction.action. Still projecting the Sim, press the RESET
button—the circular arrow in the upper right—to reload the Solubility mode. Drag two molecules into the dish and ask
the following question:

99. P. Point out what the Simulation doeoint out what the Simulation does ws well.ell. Remind the class that models are designed to simplify and/or make visible
something that is hard to see because it is too complicated or too small or too large or too far away. Due to those
things, models usually do some things well (the thing they were designed to do) and some things not so well, or not at
all.

• There are six different kinds of molecules. Each molecule has a different shape and represents a different
substance.

• Students can add just one kind or two different kinds of molecules to the dish by dragging them from the side of
the screen into the dish.

• Students can press ZOOM IN to investigate how molecules interact at the nanoscale.

• To stir the molecules in the nanoscale view, students press the STIR icon in the upper right and then swirl the
cursor around.

• After the Sim run ends, a slider appears, and students can drag the slider back to investigate particular
moments. Or, they can use the circular arrow next to the slider to replay the Sim run.

¿Alguien podría averiguar lo que significan las flechas y la información sobre la atracción?
[Las flechas horizontales entre las dos moléculas diferentes tienen una etiqueta que dice qué es la atracción
entre esas dos moléculas. Las flechas verticales que apuntan entre la molécula de la izquierda y una versión
pequeña de esa misma molécula que aparece debajo de ella están etiquetadas como atracción "baja" o "alta".
Eso les dice si la molécula tiene una atracción alta o baja a las moléculas de su propio tipo. Lo mismo es válido
para la molécula de la derecha].

¿Qué nos ayuda a hacer este modelo?
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1100. P. Point out what the Simulation doeoint out what the Simulation does not dos not do..

Teacher Support
Background

About the Simulation: TheAbout the Simulation: The Modeling MattModeling Matterer SimulationSimulation
The Modeling Matter Simulation allows students to study solubility at the nanoscale. The Simulation is a dynamic
model that shows interactions of molecules based on their attraction to molecules of the same kind or to other kinds of
molecules. There are two modes in the Simulation: the Solubility mode and the Emulsifier mode. Open exploration in
the Simulation enables students to gain an intuitive sense of how molecules with different levels of attraction interact.
This will prepare students to solve the challenge of finding the combination of molecules that represents a model of a
solid dissolving in a liquid and the combination of molecules that represents a model of a solid NOT dissolving in a
liquid.

Rationale

PPedagedagogicogical Goal Goals: Eals: Exploring thexploring the Modeling MattModeling Matterer SimulationSimulation
The first time students use a Simulation, they need a few minutes to freely explore the Simulation features. Students
are generally quite facile in discovering Simulation features independently or with a partner. This type of open-ended
exploration serves many important purposes. Use of simulations in the classroom provides time for student
exploration, which enhances student interest, as well as provides students with the opportunity to share their thinking
and learn from their peers. Giving students this exploration time initially reduces distraction in later Simulation
activities that have more focused goals.

Instructional Suggestion

TTechnology Notechnology Note: Sharing De: Sharing Deevicvicees with a 1:2 Rs with a 1:2 Ratioatio
Throughout this unit, pairs share digital devices. We recommend that instead of working individually, students work
with partners so they can engage with and talk to each other while investigating molecules in the Simulation. Establish
clear expectations for the use, handling, and storage of digital devices in order to decrease transition time between
activities as well as to minimize any potential conflict that could come from sharing a limited number of devices.

Esta Simulación nos permite ver interacciones entre moléculas del mismo tipo de sustancia o entre moléculas de
diferentes sustancias a la nanoescala. Aunque las moléculas en la Simulación no son moléculas de verdad,
interactúan de maneras similares a como interactúan las moléculas de verdad.

Dependiendo del nivel de atracción que tiene una molécula para otras moléculas de su tipo, o para diferentes
tipos de moléculas, las moléculas interactúan de manera diferente.

Las moléculas en la Simulación no tienen la forma ni el color de las moléculas de verdad.

Esta Simulación no indica si una sustancia es o no un sólido o un líquido. Tanto los sólidos como los líquidos
pueden tener atracción baja o atracción alta a las moléculas de su tipo o a diferentes tipos de moléculas.

Las moléculas en la Simulación podrían ser modelos de cualquier tipo de sustancia.

Lesson 2.2
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Students investigate how molecules with different levels of attraction interact.

Instructional Guide
1. R1. Reeffocus socus studenttudents on figuring out what thes on figuring out what they cy can about hoan about how diffw differerent moleculeent molecules ints intereractact.. Let students know that they
will now have time to go back and explore the Sim with their partners to try and figure out how different molecules
interact.

2. P2. Point out the point out the partner disartner discuscussion quesion quesstion in the nottion in the notebook.ebook. Have students turn again to page 40, Exploring the
Modeling Matter Simulation, in their notebooks. Point out Step 2: Partner discussion questions. Let partners know that
these are the questions you’d like them to ask each other as they explore the Simulation.

33. Student. Students es explorxplore with the Simulation.e with the Simulation.

Once partners have discussed the provided questions, encourage students to come up with more questions to
investigate in the Simulation. Or, have them make predictions about how certain combinations of molecules might
behave, based on the patterns they notice.

44. R. Regegain sain studenttudents’ atts’ attention and sharention and share obe obsserervvationsations.. Ask open-ended questions that prompt students to quickly share
what they noticed in this first activity of the Solubility mode of the Simulation.

1 2

3
SIM

Using the Simulation to
Learn About Dissolving

4

Using the Simulation to Learn
About Dissolving

20
MIN

¿Qué harán para intentar averiguar cómo interactúan las diferentes moléculas?
[Intentar hacer diferentes combinaciones y ver qué sucede].

Recuerden poner atención a la atracción entre las moléculas y enfocarse en los patrones que notan.

Tendrán aproximadamente 10 minutos para investigar cómo interactúan diferentes moléculas de una sustancia
cuando se combinan las sustancias.

¿Qué notaron?

Modeling Matter
Lesson Guides
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Teacher Support
Background

SScienccience Note Note: What De: What Doeoes Diss Disssolving Lolving Look Likook Like at the Nanoe at the Nanossccale?ale?
Students have experienced, in Lesson 1.1, that different substances dissolve more easily or less easily in water. For
instance, citric acid dissolves quickly, while sugar takes a longer time to dissolve. Similarly, in the Simulation, students
will see different levels of attraction between the molecules of different substances. Some substances mix quickly and
completely, while other substances mix over time, but not as completely. This is a parallel you will want to point out to
students.

Background

CrCroosssscutting Ccutting Conconcept: What Is Meept: What Is Meant bant by Py Pattatterns?erns?
Patterns is a crosscutting concept called out by the Next Generation Science Standards. It is one of seven powerful
ideas that are widely useful across scientific topics and subdisciplines. In science, a pattern is a discernible regularity in
the natural world—similarities in the characteristics of things or in the way that events occur. With students, we use a
slightly different definition intended to capture similar ideas: a pattern is something we observe to be similar over and
over again. Attending to patterns is useful in science because noticing a pattern often leads to questions about why the
pattern occurs, which leads to a new understanding of how the world works. The crosscutting concept of Patterns is
applicable throughout science and engineering.

Instructional Suggestion

Student Thinking: PStudent Thinking: Pattatterns in This Uniterns in This Unit
The Modeling Matter unit focuses students on understanding the problem of substances mixing or not mixing, based
on the patterns of what they observe at the macroscale and how those patterns compare to the properties of molecules
of different substances. Students work to identify similarities and differences in what happens to substances when they
are mixed together in order to help sort them based on molecular properties. In Chapter 1, students practice
recognizing patterns in the properties of food mixtures and in the properties of molecules, and they separately sort
them based on those properties. In this chapter, students observe patterns in what dissolves during the Sediment Tests
they use to investigate combinations of salad-dressing ingredients, and they construct explanations for their
observations based on the degree of attraction between molecules and how that relates to molecular interaction. In
Chapter 3, students use the Modeling Matter Simulation to create mixtures and classify them on a scale of how well

¿Qué patrones vieron?

¿Qué vieron hacer a las moléculas?

¿Cómo pudieron determinar si las moléculas se estaban mezclando?
[Cuando diferentes tipos de moléculas se agrupan, aparece un contorno negro que muestra que estas moléculas
se atraen unas a otras. También podrían ver que las moléculas en realidad se entrelazan. Estas son indicaciones
de que estas moléculas se mezclan].

La disolución ocurre cuando las moléculas de una sustancia líquida atraen a las moléculas de una sustancia
sólida.
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mixed they are, and they use the molecular properties of texture ingredients for their salad dressing to understand
which one will result in a stable mixture of water and oil. Students come to understand that there are patterns in how
molecules interact with one another and how substances interact with one another and that these patterns are related.
Take opportunities in this lesson and across the unit to help students begin to recognize how useful patterns are in
understanding and explaining a phenomenon.
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Students investigate what happened at the nanoscale in the Flavor Ingredients Test—when some substances dissolved,
and others did not. To do this, they explore with the Modeling Matter Simulation, a dynamic model that shows the
interaction between molecules of different substances. This powerful Simulation allows students to combine molecules
of different substances in a dish, stir, and see what happens at the nanoscale. By paying attention to the degree of
attraction between molecules and how that relates to how the molecules interact, students start to see patterns that
will enable them to explain why some substances dissolve in water, and some do not. The purpose of this lesson is for
students to lay the groundwork for understanding at the nanoscale what causes a solid to dissolve.

Anchor Phenomenon:Anchor Phenomenon: A salad dressing has sediments and layers.
InInvveesstigtigativative Phenomenon:e Phenomenon: Sugar and citric acid disappear when mixed with water; cumin and pepper do not.

StudentStudents les learn:arn:

Lesson Overview

• The level of attraction between molecules affects how they interact with each other.

Lesson 2.2
Modeling Matter

Lesson Guides
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40

Nombre: ____________________________________ Fecha: ________________

Modelar la materia—Lección 2.2

Explorar la simulación Modelar la materia 

Ve a la simulación y selecciona la modalidad “Solubility”.

1. Cosas para intentar

• Prueba diferentes combinaciones de dos moléculas en el plato. 

• Intenta revolver diferentes cantidades de moléculas y a diferentes 
velocidades.

• Intenta pausar la simulación para hacer observaciones y luego 
oprimir “PLAY”.

• Intenta colocar solo una molécula en el plato.

2. Preguntas para discusión entre compañeros/as

• ¿Qué observas que les pasa a las moléculas en el plato?

• ¿De qué manera se diferencian unas de otras las diferentes 
moléculas?

• ¿De qué manera se diferencian unas de otras las diferentes 
combinaciones de moléculas?

• Usa la barra de ajuste para repetir la corrida antes de que se agote 
el tiempo. ¿De qué manera es diferente la mezcla al principio, en el 
medio y al final?

3. Desafío

¿Qué combinación de moléculas podría ser un modelo de un sólido al 

disolverse en un líquido?

________________________________________________________________

¿Qué combinación de moléculas podría ser un modelo de un sólido que 
NO se disuelve en un líquido?

________________________________________________________________

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.
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